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3D Reconstruction from Images

• Building 3D models from images

• Applications:

• Cinema post-production, special FX and games

• Archeology and cultural heritage preservation

• Telecommunication

• Robotics...
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3D Reconstruction Pipeline

• Matching 
Finding point 
correspondences

• Structure from Motion 
Locating the cameras and 
the point locations

• Multi-View Stereo 
Dense Reconstruction

2 Chapter 1: Introduction

Figure 1.1: The 3D reconstruction pipeline: feature matching, structure from mo-
tion, and dense reconstruction.

then matched between the different images.

2. Structure from motion In a second stage, the features correspondences
are used to infer the camera position as well as the 3D position of the fea-
tures [59].

3. Multi-view stereo Finally, with the known camera positions a dense re-
construction of the geometry of the objects is computed.

Given that the camera positions are known, the multi-view stereo problem is
equivalent to the problem of finding dense correspondences between the pixels (or
sub-pixels) in the different images. Indeed, if we know the camera positions and
we know that two points in two images are the projection of the same 3D point,
the position of this point can be found by triangulation. Unfortunately, finding
dense correspondences between images is rather hard. The main difficulties are
the changes of appearance, ambiguities and occlusions.

When an image is taken, the light reflected or emitted by the objects of the
scene is captured by a camera. To recover the geometry of the objects from the
light captured by the camera, one has to understand the relationship between the
object geometry and the captured light. In general, the problem is very hard be-
cause the light reflected by an object depends on the object itself, but also on
its surroundings. The same object will appear differently under different lighting
conditions. Moreover, the appearance of an object changes when the point of view
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Multi-View Stereo

known camera
 calibration and position
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?
? ? ?

Stereo is the inverse problem of rendering

Quality measure: reprojection error (photoconsistency)



Existing Approaches

• Bottom-up: Direct Methods

• Top-down: Energy Minimization

• Hybrids
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Approaches: Bottom-up

6

photo-consistency



Approaches: Bottom-up
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winner take all
[Kanade 92, Furukawa 07]



Approaches: Bottom-up
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voxel carving
[Seitz 99, Kutulakos 00]



Approaches: Bottom-up

• Problems:

• False detections: photo-consistent but not on 
surface

• Needs regularization

• Missing detections: on surface but not photo-
consistent due to occlusions

• Need to take care of occlusions
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Existing Approaches

• Bottom-up: Direct Methods

• Top-down: Energy Minimization

• Hybrids
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Top-Down: Energy Minimization 
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surface evolution
[Faugeras 98, Jin 03]

graph cuts
[Paris 04, Vogiatzis 05]

Minimal Surface Bias
Silhouette constraints
[Keriven 02, Hernández 04, Sinha 05, Furukawa 06]

A(� ) =
�

�
g(x) d⇥Error



Top-Down: The Reprojection Error
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• Need to model shape and color (constant brightness assumption)

• Compare all the pixels of the input images

• Need to model the background

• Predicting the images involves dealing with occlusions 13

The Reprojection Error – Remarks



• Need to model the background
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The Reprojection Error – Remarks

- Use actual background images

- Reconstruct background mosaic

- Use knowledge that background is of given color

- Assume that background has similar colors in all images

- ...



The Bayesian Rationale

likelihood prior

What is the most probable object given the images?
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p(w|I) =
p(I|w) p(w)

p(I)

posterior

evidence

E(w|I) = E(I|w) + E(w)

Energy formulation

data term
reprojection error

prior



• Sum over the surface of a 
photo-consistency measure

• It can be optmized! (graph cuts, 
surface evolution and others)

• Problem: minimal surface 
bias. Bias towards small 
surfaces

• Palliatives: silhouettes and 
occluding contour 
constraints, ballooning forces

The Weighted Area Functional

Photo-Consistency

Pau Gargallo, Emmanuel Prados and Peter Sturm Minimizing the Reprojection Error in Surface Reconstruction from Images

Silhouettes and Apparent Contours

Pau Gargallo, Emmanuel Prados and Peter Sturm Minimizing the Reprojection Error in Surface Reconstruction from Images
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A(� ) =
�

�
g(x) d⇥



• The reprojection error is a sum over the image

Reprojection Error  vs.  Weighted Area

Difference: the visibility term (depends on the surface globally)

Consequence: weighted area minimization methods not applicable
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E(� ) =
⇤

I
g
�
⇥�1

� (u)
⇥

du

A(� ) =
�

�
g(x) d⇥

E(� ) = �
�

��B
g(x)

x · n
x3

z

⇥� (x) d⇤

Another way to write the reprojection error

• The weighted area is a sum over the surface



Derivative of a Quantity Integrated over the 
Visible Volume Temporal Derivative of the Visibility

F (� ) =
�

R3
f(x)⇤� (x)dx . (9)

dF (� ) = �f ⇤� � L xtDnx ⇥(x · n) ⇤� (10)

Pau Gargallo, Emmanuel Prados and Peter Sturm Minimizing the Reprojection Error in Surface Reconstruction from Images
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Minimizing the Reprojection Error in Surface Reconstruction from Images
Pau Gargallo Emmanuel Prados Peter Sturm

Perception Team, INRIA Rhône-Alpes, France

1 THE IDEA
The likelihood of an image compares the observed image with the im-
age of the reprojected surface. The reprojected image changes when:
•visible surface points move,
•occluding contours move.

In this work,
•we compute the differential of the reprojection error.
•This quantifies both visible surface and occluding contour changes,
• and show the important impact of the occluding contour motion.

2 THE REPROJECTION ERROR
The reprojection error functional is the sum of the error, g, over all the
pixels in the image, I:

E(� ) =
 

I
g
⇥
⌅�1
� (u), n(⌅�1

� (u))
⇤
du ,

where ⌅�1
� (u) is the back-projection of the pixel u onto the surface � .

The weighted area functional is a sum over the surface:

A(� ) =
 

�
g(x,n(x)) d⇧ .

E and A are not equivalent because of the visibility term ⇤� (x)

E(� ) = �
 

��B
g(x,n(x))

x · n(x)

x3
z

⇤� (x) d⇧ .

3 FUNCTIONAL DERIVATIVES
Let � (s) be a variation of � = � (0), and v its normal velocity at s = 0.
•The Gâteaux directional derivative of E in the direction v,  E(�, v),
• the Fréchet differential dE(� ) (a linear operator)
• and the gradient ↵E(� ) (a vector or normal velocity) are such that

d

ds
E(� (s))

����
s=0

=  E(�, v)� ↵⌦ �
directional

= dE(� )� ↵⌦ �
differential

v =  ↵E(� )� ↵⌦ �
gradient

, v⌦� .

The gradient descent evolution, �̇ = �↵E(� ), reduces the energy:
d

ds
E(� (s))

����
s=0

= � ↵E(� ),↵E(� )⌦ ⌅ 0 .

4 VISIBILITY
The visible volume V is the set of visible points; its boundary surface
 V is the visibility interface = visible surface � crepuscular rays.

How does the visible
volume change when
the surface deforms?

A quantity integrated over the visible volume

F (� ) =
 

R3
f (x) ⇤� (x) dx .

has differential

dF (� ) = �f ⇤� � L xt↵nx ⇥(x · n) ⇤�

where L(x) =
� Tx
1 f (rx)r2dr accumulates f along the crepuscular rays.

The gradient does not exist because of the delta term.

5 DERIVATIVE OF THE REPROJECTION ERROR
Write the RE as a flux integral over the visibility interface

E(� ) = �
 

 V
g(x,n(x))

x

x3
z

· n V(x) d⇧ ,

use Gauss divergence theorem

E(� ) =
 

R3

⌅

⌃↵g(x) · x

x3
z

⇧

⌥ ⇤� (x) dx ,

and apply last section’s result:

dE(� ) = �↵g · x

x3
z

⇤� + (g � g⇧)
xt↵nx

x3
z

⇥(x · n)⇤� .

L simplifies to a horizon–terminator comparison (g � g⇧)/x3
z .

This is the standard result not dealing with visibility changes, plus a
new term moving the occluding contours.

6 APPLICATION TO MULTI-VIEW STEREO
Minimize the difference between the observed image color, I(u) and
the color of the reprojected surface C(⌅�1

� (u)),

E(�, C) =
 

I

⇥
I(u) � C(⌅�1

� (u))
⇤2

du .

The corresponding evolution moves the occluding contours by compar-
ing the photo-consistency of the horizon with the one of the terminator:

(I � C)t↵C
x

x3
z

⇤� +
⇥
(I � C)2 � (I � C ⇧)2

⇤xt↵nx

x3
z

⇥(x · n)⇤� .

6.1 TEXTURELESS DATASET

Without the new term,
evolution shrank due to
the lack of texture.

6.2 TEMPLE SPARSE RING DATASET

Evolutions can grow. Runs in 40mins. Relatively high error scores due to the constant
brightness assumption. Results improve when relaxing the assumption.

7 CONCLUSIONS
•When optimizing photo-consistency, visibility changes count.
•Occluding contours must be moved accordingly.
•Silhouette and apparent contour constraints naturally emerge from the

reprojection error.
•Our result extends Stereoscopic Segmentation to non-convex shapes.

ICCV 2007, RIO DE JANEIRO

E(� ) = �
�

��B
g(x)

x · n
x3

z

⇥� (x) d⇤



Synthetic Images
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Synthetic Images
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Results - Synthesized Lambertian Data



The Constant Brightness Assumption
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The Constant Brightness Assumption
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Leuven

750x500x500 voxels
2M+ triangles
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25
[Hilton and Starck]



Extensions

• Specialize continuous formulation [ICCV’07] to 
discrete formulation (meshes) [BMVC’08]

• Go from Lambertian to more complex appearance 
models [IJCV’10,SSVM’09].

• Application to:

• Shape from shading

• Photometric stereo

• Specular surfaces
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Experiments

§ Textureless non-Lambertian surface
- Varying illumination
- Specular reflection varying according 

to the viewing direction
- Uniform specular/diffuse reflectance 

Result for the smoothed “bimba” image set (36 images) - textureless non-Lambertian surface case 
(uniform specular reflectance, varying illumination and viewpoint). 95% accuracy (0.33mm, 0.047, 

0.040, 0.032, 0.095, 8.248), 1.0mm completeness (100%, 0.048, 0.041, 0.032, 0.095, 8.248), image diff 
1.63

input image estimated shape diffuse image specular image synthesized image
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Experiments

§ Comparison for non-Lambertian 
surfaces
- Specular reflection varying according 

to the viewing direction
- Uniform specular reflectance but 

varying diffuse reflectance

input images 

results using Pons et al (2007) (MI and CCL) our result

Result comparisom using the smoothed “bimba” image set (16 images)
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Experiments

§ Real images of glossy objects
- A fixed camera/light but a rotating 

object (= a fixed object and a rotating 
camera/light)

- Uniform specular reflectance but 
varying diffuse reflectance

input image diffuse 
reflectance

Result for the “saddog” image set (58 images)

diffuse 
image

specular 
image

synthesized 
image

initial shape estimated 
shape
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Experiments

§ Real images of glossy objects
- A fixed camera/light but a rotating 

object (= a fixed object and a rotating 
camera/light)

- Uniform specular reflectance but 
varying diffuse reflectance

input image diffuse 
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diffuse 
image

specular 
image

synthesized 
image

initial shape estimated 
shape
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Experiments 3



Application: reconstruction of asteroids
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Other related works
• Reconstruction of mirror surfaces
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Other related works
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• Reconstruction of specular or semi-transparent surfaces
taking into account photometry



Other related works
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• Reconstruction of specular or semi-transparent surfaces
taking into account photometry



Other related works
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• Reconstruction of specular or semi-transparent surfaces
taking into account photometry



Other related works
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• Reconstruction of specular or semi-transparent surfaces
taking into account photometry

normals                                              depths



Conclusions

• A study of the intuitive cost function for multi-view stereo

• Findings applicable to various surface representations and other 
cost functions (cost functions should be related to image generation 
process and noise)

• Natural fusion of stereo, silhouettes, and apparent contours

• Applicable for generative models for multi-view stereo, shape-
from-shading, photometric stereo, ...

• Conceptual link to object recognition...

• References: Gargallo et al. ICCV’07, Delaunoy et al. BMVC’08,
Yoon et al. IJCV’10, Delaunoy et al. IJCV’11

•
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